From: Commanding Officer, Naval Security Group Activity, Winter Harbor, Maine 04693
To: Director of Naval History (OP-09B9)


Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 5750.12B
     (b) NAVSECGRUINST C5750.1

Encl: (1) Subject Command History

1. Enclosure (1) is forwarded in accordance with reference (a).

2. NAVSECGRU operational matters of historical interest conducted at Naval Security Group Activity Winter Harbor during 1976 are forwarded separately in accordance with reference (b).

A. D. MCEACHEN III

Copy to:
COMNAVSECGRU
DIRNAVSECGRULANT
(7) Insulation of attic and Installation of Combination Windows on Building #10
(8) Water Supply System in Building #153

14. Supply Department topics are as follows:

a. The 1976 NEY Evaluation team singled out the Naval Security Group Activity, Winter Harbor, for recognition for their great improvement in the operation of the Enlisted Dining Facility from the previous year's evaluation.

b. LTJG N. A. MASON relieved CW02 S. J. KA7MAR as Supply Officer in April 1976.

15. Materiel Department topics are as follows:

a. The installation of the BULLDOG Project was completed in July. After correcting some problems, the BULLDOG and BULLSEYE systems were successfully interfaced in August.

b. The WSSG Computer, Sel Model 8600 was accepted.

c. A calibration effort, intended to establish confidence in the readings provided by the AN/FRM-19 and to gain a better understanding of the condition of the CDAA, was begun in September.

d. Current and planned projects are as follows:

(1) NO-BREAK POWER SYSTEM, 00702-NOBKPSYS-0-2057F72
(2) EMI SURVEY, 00702-EMISURVEY-1-028F74
(3) SISS ZULU COMMS REARRANGEMENT, 00702-SZCOIMSRAR-6-048F74
(4) CCTV INSTALLATION FOR BLDG. #85, 00702-CCTVINSTLN-0-081F74
(5) INSTALL ALARM SYSTEM, 00702-INSALRMSYS-0-114F75
(6) PARKER INSTALLATION, 00702-PARKERINST-0-002F76
(7) SOLID STATE RF SWITCHING, 00702-SWITCHTEST-0-007F76
(8) FLUORESCENT LIGHTING INSTALLATION
(9) CCTV INSTALLATION BLDG. #157
(10) CDAA ANTENNA REHAB. CONTRACT, N62472-75-C-0198
(11) BUILDING #153 GROUNDING
(12) PROJECT STREAMLINER, 00702-STREAMLINER-1-055F76
(13) FLR-15 INSTALLATION, 00702-INSTFLR 15-0-034F76
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